
Our company is searching for experienced candidates for the position of sales
solution architect. Please review the list of responsibilities and qualifications. While
this is our ideal list, we will consider candidates that do not necessarily have all of
the qualifications, but have sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for sales solution architect

Ensure the quality of the Application Development Vendor Technical
Deliverables, documentation, Packaging, respect of Globe Standards
Be able to run QA and verify the correct implementation of the designed
solution
Build strategic relationships with our partners and their key decision makers,
influencing their product strategy and roadmap, driving both short- and long-
term opportunities
Assist enterprise sales in guiding the customer through the sales process for
the VR ecosystem, responsible for the technical relationship and assisting the
customer in building creative solutions based on VIVE VR technology
Be an industry inspiring leader on integrating VIVE hardware technology into
VR architectures to support various applications in VR
Responsible for integrating different hardware and software components to
make the entire system work efficiently
Using the latest Virtual Reality architectures, you will develop differentiated
proof of concept solutions at the customer level
Leading without direct authority of the local account teams
Effectively deploying clinically relevant product features / benefits with
economic justification using existing selling tools creating new tools specific
to each customer situation to define the value of our product offerings
Manages and coordinates all decision makers to arrive at a contractual
purchase agreement for Kiestra and related products
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Extensive hands-on technical consulting and solution implementation
experience, demonstrating positions of increasing responsibility and
management/mentoring of more junior technical resources
Demonstrably excellent, context-specific and adaptive communication and
presentation skills across a variety of audiences and situations
Understanding the principals of network, application and information security
Prior experience in a Solution or Technical Architecture role is a plus
Bachelor's degree or global equivalent in a related field or equivalent training
in business or account management
Managed Network Solutions


